[The relationship between cellular infection by Hantaan virus and expression of beta3 integrin].
To investigate the relationship between cellular entry of Hantaan virus (HTNV) and expression of beta3 integrin in beta3-integrin-deficient and HTNV-insusceptible China hamster ovary (CHO) cells. Eukaryotic expression vector encoding human integrin beta3 and eukaryotic expression vector harboring human integrin alphav or alphaIIb subunit cDNA were transfected into HTNV non-permissive CHO cells individually or collectively. Screening for stable transfectant clones was performed using G418 selective (culture medium. The exogenous gene expression was analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively by immunofluorescence assay (IFA) and flow cytometry (FCM). Various modified CHO cells and untransfected CHO cells were infected using HTNV A9. At various time points after infection, HTNV antigens in infected cells were detected qualitatively and quantitatively by IFA, FCM. Highly-effective surface expression of beta3 integrin was measured in CHO/alphavbeta3 and CHO/alphaIIbbeta3, while weaker surface expression was detected in CHO/beta3 (P < 0.05). Expression of alphav or alphaIIb integrin in the individually transfected group was significantly lower than in the cotransfected group (P < 0.01) and the sites of localization changed. In contrast, effective surface expression was not seen when pcDNA3 was transfected alone. The infection rate of CHO/alphavbeta3 (60.1%) and CHO/alphaIIbbeta3 (55. 9%) cells were significantly higher than that of CHO/beta3 (38.7%) cells, while the infection rate of CHO/beta3 was significantly higher than that of CHO/alphav, CHO/pcDNA3 and CHO cells respectively. There was a close relationship between the positive percentage of HTNV A9-infected cells and expression of beta3 integrin. These results indicated that cellular entry of HTNV was related to the expression of beta3 integrin.